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a b s t r a c t 

Role-based access control (RBAC) in databases provides a valuable level of abstraction to 

promote security administration at the business enterprise level. With the capacity for 

adaptation and learning, machine learning algorithms are suitable for modeling normal 

data access patterns based on large amounts of data and presenting robust statistical mod- 

els that are not sensitive to user changes. We propose a convolutional neural-based learn- 

ing classifier system (CN-LCS) that models the role of queries by combining conventional 

learning classifier system (LCS) with convolutional neural network (CNN) for a database 

intrusion detection system based on the RBAC mechanism. The combination of modified 

Pittsburgh-style LCSs for the optimization of feature selection rules and one-dimensional 

CNNs for modeling and classification in place of traditional rule generation outperforms 

other machine learning classifiers on a synthetic query dataset. In order to quantitatively 

compare the inclusion of rule generation and modeling processes in the CN-LCS, we have 

conducted 10-fold cross-validation tests and analysis through a paired sampled t -test. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Inc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Although various methods of securing databases against malicious activity or policy violations have been devised for

many years, it is still an active research topic to develop a dependable intrusion detection system (IDS) that guarantees

secure protection of databases. The security of databases that consolidate and manage sensitive information, such as business

information, is a growing concern, as evidenced by an increase in the number of reported incidents of the unauthorized

exposure of sensitive data. The need and assigned resources for database security are gradually increasing as a result of

such concerns. This is because critical data, such as credit card numbers, authorization data, and financial data, are stored

and managed within databases. 

The attacks on relational database management systems can be categorized into insider and outsider attacks. For ex-

ample, an attack from the outside may be able to gain unauthorized access to data by sending carefully crafted queries to

the back-end database of a web application [27] . Most data breaches originate from external sources, with 75% of incidents

coming from outside the organization [28] . This class of SQL injection attacks is well-known and well-documented. Insider

attacks, however, are much more difficult to detect and potentially more dangerous [18] . Insiders in an organization, such as

former employees or system administrators, are more easily able to gain abnormal database access beyond their privileges

and cause critical financial losses. 
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Fig. 1. Correlation matrix for 277 features from SQL queries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The primary method of protecting databases from internal attacks is limiting access to databases based on user roles [4] .

Role-based access control (RBAC) provides a valuable level of abstraction to promote security administration at the business

enterprise level, rather than the user identity level [12] . In our previous work [6] , we demonstrated that RBAC mechanisms

provided authentication and authorization for users and could be a means to model and detect internal attacks on databases,

which were defined as unauthorized accesses based on role. In a database, there are data objects such as tables and columns,

and SQL objects such as views and stored procedures, as well as actions, including read (select), insert, update, and delete

for objects, or execute for procedures [28] . A query created by combining these objects and actions creates a unique pattern

for each role under an RBAC mechanism. While it is not possible to model all queries that violate a role, IDSs can filter

internal attacks in such a way to model and learn the patterns represented by roles and detect queries that deviate from

those patterns. 

With the capacity for adaptation and learning, machine learning algorithms are a crucial tool for IDSs. By modeling

normal data access patterns based on large amounts of data, robust statistical models that are not sensitive to user changes

can be created. The core concept for detecting internal attacks is to classify queries that do not match their corresponding

user roles by using these statistical models. In this sense, the performance for classifying normal queries by role and the

performance for detecting internal attacks are proportional. 

Among the operations in an IDS, the intrusion detection step must be able to minimize false negative error cases (type-

2 errors), which cause great financial losses. In other words, it must be able to accurately differentiate between normal

queries and abnormal queries. Avoiding type-2 errors is particularly important for an IDS because this type of error tends to

give administrators a false sense of security [18] . Fig. 1 presents the correlation matrix for 277 features extracted from SQL

queries that were generated based on roles, as described in Section 3 . One can imagine that the query space and variance

between queries are prohibitively large because the number of objects in a database is theoretically infinite. As a result, the

correlation matrix is sparse and it is difficult to identify a decision boundary that distinguishes queries by role. In order to

overcome this difficulty, it is necessary to improve the feature selection and modeling processes. 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid system, called the convolutional neural-based learning classifier system (CN-LCS), as

a database IDS. It is a combination of a convolutional neural network and a genetic algorithm (GA). The CN-LCS classifies

queries based on role by using a convolutional neural network and automatically selects more efficient features over time by

using a GA. GA techniques have received significant attention from the feature selection community because they are well-

known for their global search ability and optimization potential [45] . Convolutional neural networks are one of the most

successful deep learning methods for image and pattern classification [22] , and are used for modeling the normal behaviors

of database queries based on role, as well as capturing hidden correlations between features in queries. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we review the existing IDS techniques and clarify the

contribution of this paper by discussing the differences from the previous works. Section 3 explains how more effective

features are selected gradually as generations pass in the GA and how we model normal behavior from the selected features

based on role. The performance of our model is evaluated in Section 4 through various experiments, including visualizations

of the inside of the model for each generation, measurements of performance, and comparisons with the conventional

algorithms. Finally, some conclusions and a discussion of future directions for this study are presented in Section 5 . 
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Table 1 

Related works on IDSs using machine learning algorithms. 

Author Method Description 

Barbara [1] Hidden Markov model Create an HMM for each cluster 

Valeur [42] Bayesian model SQL grammar generalization 

Ramasubramanian [34] Artificial neural network, GA GA used to speed up the training 

process of an ANN 

Kamra [19] Naive Bayes Consider imbalanced SQL query access 

Pinzon [32] Support vector machine Agent-based intrusion detection 

Pinzon [31] 

Ronao [37] Principal component analysis, random forest PCA performed prior to RF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Related works 

In this section, we introduce various works based on machine learning approaches for comparison with the proposed CN-

LCS. Most of the methods prior to the year 20 0 0 were implemented without the use of machine learning algorithms. Lee

et al. proposed a signature-based approach using a predefined blacklist of queries [23] . Hu and Panda employed classification

rules with the rationale that an item update does not happen alone and is typically accompanied by a set of other events

that are recorded in the database log [16] . A data dependency miner was designed for mining data correlations and a

practical IDS was developed as a result. 

IDSs using machine learning approaches are gaining increasing attention in the field of database intrusion detection

because of their high detection accuracy, efficiency, and automated features [33] . Barbara et al. used a hidden Markov

model (HMM) to capture changes in normal database behavior over time [1] . Several machine learning algorithms have

been adopted in IDSs since 2005. Valeur et al. used a Bayesian model to detect anomalous queries and achieved a near-

zero false positive rate for manually-created attacks [42] . Ramasubramanian and Kannan used an artificial neural network

(ANN) to model the behaviors of misuse-based intrusions [34] . They demonstrated that database behaviors can be modeled

successfully using machine learning algorithms. 

Kamra and Ber used a naive Bayes classifier to classify anomalous queries without feature selection [19] . Support vector

machines (SVMs) and multi-layered perceptrons (MLPs) have been adopted to detect SQL-injection attacks [31,32] . Ronao

and Cho used a combination of principal component analysis (PCA) and a random forest (RF) for the tasks of query feature

selection and database anomaly detection [37] . PCA extracted a compact and meaningful set of features from queries and

the RF achieved good performance. Table 1 shows a summary of the methods discussed so far. 

3. CN-LCS for database RBAC 

In this section, we present the architecture of the CN-LCS that models the role of queries by combining the conventional

LCS with CNNs. Two major components of the conventional LCS are adopted: the rule discovery component used for select-

ing and filtering invalid features from queries based on a GA and the performance component used to model and classify

the role of each query based on CNNs. 

3.1. System overview 

The proposed CN-LCS, which models SQL queries based on role and considers abnormally different queries as internal

attacks against the database, consists of four main components as shown in Fig. 2 . The performance and discovery compo-

nents, which are iteratively improved as they learn from the data, are based on the learning classifier system (LCS). LCS is a

paradigm of rule-based machine learning method that combines a discovery component with a learning component [41] . 

The work on LCS typically falls into one of two categories: Pittsburgh and Michigan approaches. The main difference be-

tween the two LCS approaches is the manner of dividing the input space. The Pittsburgh approach is closest to the standard

form of GAs, where each chromosome is encoded as a complete solution to the classification problem [39] . The CN-LCS

follows this approach because each chromosome represents one of the feature selection rules and forms a complete classi-

fication model in combination with a one-dimensional CNN. 

The multivariate oblique decision boundaries in CNNs represent a more complicated partitioning methodology when

compared to conventional classification rules and are more powerful than univariate rules [10] . Thus, the proposed hy-

bridization between a symbolic feature selection process based on LCS and a classification process using CNNs has a major

advantage under hyper-rectangular conditions. This advantage lies in the exploration ability of the feature selection process

and the exploitation ability gained by modeling the hidden correlations between features. 

In the discovery component of the proposed system, the rules for feature selection are improved through the use of GAs.

GAs are commonly used to generate high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems by relying on bio-inspired

operations, such as mutation, crossover, and selection [11] . The basis of GA is that a population of problem solutions is

maintained in the form of chromosomes, which are strings encoding problem solutions [9] . Binary encoded chromosomes

are used to select features that are useful for classification from sparse feature vectors. A number of chromosomes are
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Fig. 2. Four components of the CN-LCS and its architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

generated in each generation and calculating their inner product with the dataset has the effect of reducing the search

space by filtering existing sparse feature vectors. Through this process, our rule discovery method exploits the GA’s ability

to discover and recombine various building blocks [14] . 

The performance component evaluates classification performance using the discovered feature selection rules. As a pop-

ulation of rules are generated, the search space to explore is increasingly divided and the performance component exploits

each of search spaces. By reducing spectral variations and modeling spectral correlations through local connectivity, convo-

lution and pooling operations become suitable for modeling the hidden correlations between features. 

The environment component interacts with performance and discovery components by providing the source data for

training the CN-LCS. We generate a role-specific log as a synthetic dataset by using the SQL log generation tool to model

the normal queries of the database based on role. Each role is defined in the TPC-E benchmark database schema, which was

used previously to evaluate the database IDS for RBAC [5,20] . 

The best feature selection method from the discovery component and the trained model from the performance compo-

nent are used to detect abnormal queries in the detection component. When a new query is received, it is subjected to the

same feature extraction process as the environment component and its inner product is calculated with the chromosome

selected as the best feature selector by the discovery component in order to improve the model. The trained CNN then

determines if the query is anomalous and the response engine either sends an alarm to the administrator or executes the

query. 

The environment, performance, and discovery components discussed above iteratively improve the feature selectors and 

learn new filtered features during the training cycle in order to model queries based on role for the RBAC mechanism. In

order to find an efficient subset of features among N f features, the discovery component must search a huge feature space

of 2 N f , which is difficult to search exhaustively, especially when deep learning models with large time requirements and

computational complexities are used. The enhancement of the GA used in the discovery component involves the prevention

of wasting time by exploring irrelevant regions of the search space [29] . The details of the training algorithm used in the

performance and discovery components are presented in Fig. 3 . 

3.2. Optimal feature selection using GA 

Feature selection and extraction are crucial for optimizing performance and significantly impact classifier design [30] .

Selecting an effective feature set by using a GA can make an existing CNN classifier more robust and efficient. We can

exploit GA that is well-known for its flexibility and adaptability to environmental changes [46] . The criteria to be optimized

include the accuracy of classification, as well as the cost and risk associated with classification, which in turn depend on

the selection of features used to describe the patterns [8] . 
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Fig. 3. The training algorithm for the CN-LCS. 

Fig. 4. Sparse feature vectors extracted from queries. Right side is a zoom-in figure for the first part of the left feature vectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main purpose of the GA used in the discovery component of the CN-LCS is to find the best subset of features

that satisfies an optimal performance criterion function J ( · ), which models the sparse feature vectors. Because of their

exploitation and exploration abilities, GAs can handle large search spaces efficiently and avoid getting stuck in local optimal

feature subsets [17] . 

Fig. 4 presents some feature vectors that were extracted after we translated raw queries into basic decimal features, as

will be discussed in Section 3.4 . Each row is a feature vector extracted from one query and each column is decimal feature,

such as the length of a query, or the number of fields or tables. In terms of modeling the normal behavior of the database,

it is advantageous to select effective information with a focus on a local area, rather than the entire input space. 

As shown in Fig. 4 , the original query dataset X , which has N f features, is relatively sparse and contains the features that

cannot be effectively utilized for classification. We define the binary variable a = { 0 , 1 } for the j th chromosome ω j , which

contains features corresponding to each of the N f features: 

ω j = 

[
a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N f 

]
. (1)

The filtered vector X̄ , which is defined as the inner product of the original sparse vector X and the j th chromosome ω j ,

discards features that are not effective for classification: 

X̄ = { ( ̄x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , ( ̄x n , y n ) } = 

{(
x 1 · ω j , y 1 

)
, . . . , 

(
x n · ω j , y n 

)}
. (2)
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Fig. 5. The process used by the discovery component to find the best feature selection rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GA used in the discovery component of the CN-LCS yields a new feature vector with lower dimensionality by defining

a mapping function M () that satisfies some optimal performance criterion, which is assigned by the criterion function J ( · ).

This function is iteratively evaluated for each generation G : 

argma x j ∈ G J 
{

M j 

(
X̄ 

)}
(3) 

where M () is the classification accuracy of the CNN classifiers. Automatic feature selection using the GA repeats for every

generation until the criterion function J meets certain conditions. We define the criterion function J as an identity function

that intuitively reflects the performance of the classifier. It is possible to change the results of the automatic feature selection

process by converting the criterion function J into a nonlinear or logarithmic function. 

After the criterion function J is calculated, the chromosomes that represent effective feature selection rules are selected

through a fitness-proportionate selection mechanism. We use the roulette wheel method, which is a well-known selection

method, for chromosome selection in genetic algorithm [24] . The mapping function M () is used to associate a probability of

selection p j with the j th chromosome, where the size of the population is s : 

p j = 

M j 

(
X̄ 

)
∑ s 

k =1 M k 

(
X̄ 

) (4) 

Genetic operations, such as crossover and mutation, are applied to form a new population of feature selection rules after

the discovery component selects the most effective chromosomes. Parameters for the probabilities of genetic operations such

as crossover p c , mutation p m 

, and reproduction p r are determined according to the results of the parameter optimization

experiment in Section 4.3 . 

We summarize the discovery process used to find the best feature subsets that maximize classification performance

in Fig. 5 . For each generation, each of the inner products between chromosomes and feature vectors from the training

data are calculated to form a new dataset X̄ . The number of new datasets formed during this process is equal to that

of chromosomes in the population. The fitness of each chromosome is evaluated based on the criterion function J ( · ) and

classification accuracy M for each filtered dataset X̄ . The genetic operations are applied after comparing the criterion J with

the threshold τ in order to form a new population of chromosomes. 

3.3. Query role modeling using CNN 

The major hurdle in modeling the normal behavior of queries with LCS is defining what knowledge should be updated

through iterative improvements [3] . Butz et al. found that it is difficult for an LCS under hyper-rectangular conditions to

create an effective space partitioning when dealing with oblique decision boundaries, indicating that learning takes longer

and population sizes are much larger for oblique data [7] . In the proposed CN-LCS, the knowledge of an effective subset of

features for classification is encoded in order to reduce the size of the feature space that must be explored during training.

This effectively solves the problems associated with oblique decision boundaries in deep learning classifiers. 

The rules in the conventional LCS consist of two main components: conditions and actions [15] . The classifier can be

implemented using any existing representation of an LCS, such as interval predicates [44] , kernel-based ellipsoids [7] , or

messy coding [21] . The CN-LCS alters the functionality of a conventional LCS by replacing traditional class values with CNNs.

After an effective f eature subset is selected by the discovery component of the CN-LCS, the performance component

models the selected feature vector and evaluates the fitness of each rule in the population. This evaluation process is defined

as a standard classification task because the criterion function J in the discovery component is defined as an identity function
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of the classification accuracy M . In this regard, the main purpose of the performance component is the estimation of a

function � that assigns Boolean value to 〈 ̄x i , y i 〉 ∈ X̄ × C pairs, where X̄ is a dataset filtered by the feature selection rules

from the discovery component and C represents the role associated with each query. 

Even though the features are selected from each of the training instances to form a filtered dataset X̄ , the high dimen-

sionality of the feature vectors and the modeling process for the hidden correlations between features are still problematic.

The convolution and pooling operations in CNNs, which have been successfully applied to analyzing images, can supple-

ment the modeling process and evaluate the fitness of feature selection rules from the discovery component based on their

local-connectivity and shared-weights architecture. 

The convolution operation, which preserves the spatial relationships between features by learning filters that extract

correlations, is known to reduce the translational variance between features [38] . The hidden correlations between features

in queries are modeled as a feature-map through emphasis or distortion during the convolution operation: 

c l i = 

f−1 ∑ 

k =0 

w i y 
l−1 
i + k (5)

where the output c l 
i 

from the i th node of the l th convolutional layer performs the convolution operation on y l−1 , which

comes from the ( l − 1 ) th layer, using a 1 × f sized filter F and a given feature vector ( x i , y i ) . 

Because the dimensionality of the feature-map from the convolutional layer is increased by the number of convolutional

filters, it must be carefully controlled. Pooling refers to a dimensionality reduction process used in CNNs in order to impose

a capacity bottleneck and facilitate faster computation [35] . The summary statistics of nearby features in the feature-map

are derived from a max-pooling operation: 

p l i = max c l−1 
i ×T 

(6)

where the output p l 
i 

from the l th max-pooling layer selects the maximum features from a k × k area in an N × N output

vector, where T is the pooling stride. 

Several convolutional and pooling layers can be stacked to form a deep neural network architecture with more param-

eters. The proposed CN-LCS uses two pairs of convolutional and pooling layers to prevent model overfitting or degradation

problems [13] . 

After the features from the queries are encoded through convolution and pooling operations, a shallow multi-layer per-

ceptron (MLP) is used to complete the classification process using the feature vectors p l = [ p 1 , . . . , p I ] , where I is the number

of units in the last pooling layer: 

h 

l 
i = 

∑ 

j 

σ
(
w 

l−1 
ji 

(
p l−1 

i 

)
+ b i 

)
(7)

where w ji is the weight between the i th node from the ( l − 1 ) th layer and the j th node from the l th layer, σ is the activation

function used in the layer, and b i is the bias term. 

The output vector from the last layer of the MLP represents the probabilities of the roles associated with an input query,

where N R is the total number of roles: 

p 
(

ˆ y | x i 
)

= argmax 
exp 

(
h 

l−1 w 

l + b l 
)

∑ N R 
k =1 

exp 

(
h 

l−1 w k 

) (8)

where a softmax activation function is used in the last layer of the MLP so that the output vector is encoded as a probability

in the range [0, 1]. 

The weights of the entire CNN are updated using a backpropagation algorithm based on gradient descent, where x i is

mapped to y i after forward propagation is performed through Eqs. (5)–(8) . The details of the CNN architecture are as follows:

32 1 × 2 convolutional filters and 1 × 2 max-pooling operations, and 128–64–11 nodes in the MLP, from bottom-to-top, to

create a shallow but practical network. 

3.4. Query generation based on RBAC and feature extraction 

Synthetic queries are generated in order to model the normal behavior of SQL queries based on role and remedy the class

imbalance problem. The class imbalance problem, which is a major issue in data mining, may cause the classifier to become

biased toward the major classes and achieve very poor classification performance for the minor classes [25] . For modeling

the normal behavior of queries based on role, learning only a few particular roles in the performance component results in

system-wide performance degradation because the frequency of occurrence of abnormal events is significantly lower than

that of normal events. The approach of generating virtual SQL queries for each role also has the advantage of being able to

mimic and model various scenarios [5] . 

We refer the transaction database footprint and pseudocode from the TPC-E benchmark for our role implementations

[40] . Each role has a set of specific tables T and corresponding attributes A , which represent access privileges, and a set

of commands C to be executed. The TPC-E schema models the activity of a brokerage firm that must manage customer
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Table 2 

Roles and specifications for the queries generated based on the TPC-E schema. 

Transactions Specifications Transactions Specifications 

Read-only Transactions Read/Write Transactions 

Broker-volume SELECT Trade-order SELECT, INSERT 

714 kb 759 kb 

Customer-position SELECT Trade-update SELECT, UPDATE 

566 kb 499 kb 

Market-watch SELECT Data-maintenance SELECT, UPDATE 

863 kb 246 kb 

Security-detail SELECT Market-feed SELECT, INSERT, 

UPDATE, DELETE 

571 kb 456 kb 

Trade-status SELECT Trade-result SELECT, INSERT, 

UPDATE, DELETE 

571 kb 419 kb 

Trade-lookup SELECT Total 11,000 queries generated 

490 

Table 3 

Descriptions of the seven fields of Q [24] . 

Vector Field Description Elements 

SQL-CMD[] Command Query mode 

Query length 

PROJ-REL-DEC[] Projection relation Projection relation information 

Projected relation ID 

PROJ-ATTR-DEC[] Projection attribute Projection attribute information 

Projected attribute ID 

SEL-ATTR-DEC[] Selection attribute Selection attribute information 

Selected attribute ID 

ORDBY-ATTR-DEC[] ORDERBY clause features ORDERBY attribute information 

ORDERBY attribute ID 

GRPBY-ATTR-DEC[] GROUPBY clause features GROUPBY attribute information 

GROUPBY attribute ID 

VALUE-CTR[] Value counter String information 

String length 

Numeric information 

Function information 

JOIN information 

AND/OR information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

accounts, execute customer trade orders, and be responsible for the interactions of customers with financial markets. 10 0 0

queries for each of the 11 roles shown in Table 2 are generated based on the TPC-E schema. 

Because different input encoding schemes result in different performance results, the feature extraction process for the

generated queries is the fundamental step for modeling the role of each query. We adopt the feature extraction method for

queries proposed by Ronao and Cho, which successfully modeled the roles of queries using a random forest classifier after

extracting 277 features [36] . 

The feature extraction process consists of two steps: parsing and extraction steps. The parsing step reshapes and refor-

mats the input for the extraction step. This step is implemented by simply dividing the clauses from the queries, which is

simple because conventional database SQL queries are written in a structured language. In the extraction step, we generate a

feature vector Q , which contains the following seven fields: SQL-CMD[], PROJ-REL-DEC[], PROJ-ATTR-DEC[], SEL-ATTR-DEC[], 

ORDBY-ATTR-DEC[], GRPBY-ATTR-DEC[], and VALUE-CTR[]. Each field of Q is described in Table 3 along with a list of the

elements contained in each field [36] . 

After applying the feature extraction process described above on the TPC-E schema, 277 features are acquired from 33

tables. As an example, the fields from queries of the ’TRADE_HISTORY’ table branch out into 277 decimal features: (PROJ-

ATTR-DEC[ number ], PROJ-ATTR-DEC[ID], PROJ-REL-DEC[ number ], SQL-CMD[ where ], etc.). 
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Table 4 

p-value and accuracy based on 10-fold cross-validation for each 

generation. 

Generation Selection Ratio 10-fold Accuracy p-value 

1 0.5162 0.8109 0.0159 

5 0.6895 0.8554 0.0323 

10 0.8339 0.8688 0.0432 

15 0.8483 0.8953 0.0524 

20 0.4765 0.8784 0.0449 

25 0.3321 0.8801 0.0483 

30 0.4043 0.8759 0.0117 

35 0.3537 0.9055 0.0638 

40 0.4007 0.9205 0.0477 

45 0.2346 0.9255 0.0051 

50 0.1371 0.9245 0.0049 

55 0.2635 0.9301 0.0015 

60 0.2346 0.9255 0.0051 

None 1 0.9023 –

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The extracted feature set contains features that are invalid for role classification tasks, as well as valid hidden features

that are difficult to find. The discovery and performance components of the CN-LCS perform feature selection and modeling

based on LCS and CNNs, respectively. 

4. Experimental results 

In this section, we discuss how the CN-LCS performs according to the number of generations from the perspective of

rule discovery and query role modeling. 10-fold cross validation is performed for the sake of quantitative comparison with

other machine learning algorithms. 

4.1. Feature selection based on GA 

The major objective of the discovery component of the CN-LCS is the discovery and generation of rules that encode the

knowledge of feature selection. The main benefit of using the discovery component is avoiding the curse of dimensionality

in order to improve CNN performance and robustness based on the GA’s exploration capability. In order to quantitatively

evaluate the feature selection process used in the proposed CN-LCS, we conduct a total of 14 10-fold cross-validation tests,

as well as a paired sampled t -test. The statistical significance threshold for the p -value from the paired t -test is defined as

0.05, which is the most basic level. The null hypothesis that includes the feature selection step, which does not affect the

general discriminant deep learning algorithm, is eliminated. 

Table 4 shows the p -value for each generation, obtained through 10-fold cross-validation. The entire generated and ex-

tracted query dataset is split 7:3 for training and test in each fold. The p -value exceeds the statistical significance threshold

in the 15th generation and the feature selection rules select 235 out of 277 features. The CN-LCS also matches the perfor-

mance of the conventional CNN at the 15th generation 

The p -values reach their maximum and minimum values in the 35th and 55th generations, respectively. Despite the fact

that only 35% of the features are selected in the 35th generation, the CN-LCS outperforms the conventional CNN in the 35th

generation. At this point, it is assumed that the discovery component of the CN-LCS is functioning optimally for the design

by selecting the most effective features from feature vectors extracted from the queries. In the 55th generation, the CN-LCS

modeled the queries by role better than the conventional CNN by using only 26% of the total features. Because the feature

vectors extracted from the synthetic query dataset are relatively sparse, it is appropriate for the conventional IDS framework

proposed by the discovery component to generate rules that extract meaningful features. 

We investigate on the best feature selection rules, which function as feature selection masks, generated by the discovery

component in each generation for qualitative analysis. This result is shown in Fig. 6 . The rule set generated by the discovery

process represents the optimal feature selection strategy that can be learned from the dataset, and the architecture of CNN

differs according to the number of the elements in the feature set. The right side of Fig. 6 shows the CNN structure generated

from the best chromosome. 

The best chromosome in each generation contained in Table 4 are shown in order from top to bottom, with the blue

color indicating specific features selected. As the generations go on, the number of features selected decreases and clusters

tend to appear. The locations of the selected features are visually similar to the sparsity of the actual data in the final

generation. 
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Fig. 6. Visualization of the best chromosomes and CN-LCS in each generation. 

Fig. 7. The best and average classification accuracies for each generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. System performance by generation 

In order to model the queries by role for the IDS, the overall performance of the CN-LCS must be verified by analyzing the

discovery and performance components. The best and average classification accuracies in each generation are presented in

Fig. 7 . In order to ensure that the system is trained under saturation conditions, we use 50 chromosomes in each generation

to update the internal parameters of the discovery and performance components. A total of 30 0 0 CNNs are created through

60 generations and each CNN is trained over 100 epochs in order to simulate the computational complexity in a practical

application. 

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the CNNs, which reflects the feature selection rules encoded by the chromosomes cor-

responding to the best and average performances of the CNNs in each generation. The classification accuracy of the CNNs

using the knowledge encoded by the best chromosomes in each generation increases steadily, while the average accuracy

sharply increases at the 35th generation, reaching saturation in the 45th generation. Table 4 reveals that the 35th generation

is the point where the CN-LCS matches the performance of a conventional CNN while using only 35% of the total features. 

The accuracy of the CNNs with the feature selection rules encoded by the best chromosomes of the 35th to the 40th gen-

erations or the 50th to the 55th generations shows slight degradation. With the elitism, CN-LCS maintains the chromosomes

that represent the best feature selection rule for the next generation, resulting in stable learning. 

4.3. Robust optimization 

Because the IDS framework based on the CN-LCS is composed of modified LCSs and CNNs, various types of parameters

can be adjusted. Typically, these parameters include the probabilistic factors that are used for reproduction, crossover, mu-

tation, and the number of individuals to be organized in each generation, as well as the hyperparameters for deep learning

models. 

We have used a traditional grid search to perform parameter optimization for the CN-LCS. A grid search is simply an

exhaustive search of a manually specified subset of the parameter space [2] . The parameters to be optimized are set as the

probability of the crossover operation, which is known to be responsible for the exploitation ability of a GA when searching
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Fig. 8. The grid search performed for parameter optimization in the CN-LCS. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of 10-fold cross-validation accuracy with other classifiers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for an optimal chromosome schema, and the population size of the chromosomes in each generation, which is one of the

major factors influencing the performance of the algorithm [43] . 

Fig. 8 presents the performance of the IDS framework using the proposed CN-LCS when adjusting the population size

and crossover probability of chromosomes in each generation based on the grid search. It can be seen that learning is

saturated for a high crossover probability with a constant population size, as well as for a large population size with a

constant crossover probability. This is the natural outcome when the exploration capabilities of a population with crossover

operations are considered. We confirm that the accuracy of the model with a sufficient population size is over 85% for all

generations, even with a low crossover rate. 

4.4. Comparison with conventional machine learning algorithms 

Fig. 9 compares the proposed method with other machine learning algorithms. The proposed CN-LCS achieves the highest

accuracy, while a shallow MLP has the lowest accuracy. Considering that MLPs with the same architecture are used in the

CN-LCS, we verify that the discovery component and one dimensional convolution operations find and model valid features

for modeling roles from query feature vectors. For the 10-fold cross-validation results, the corresponding p-values from
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Fig. 10. The activations of the final layer visualized by the t-SNE algorithm. 

Table 5 

Comparison of the chi-square values of CNN and MLP in CN-LCS. 

Predicted 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Actual 0 4.95 2.00 2.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 0.00 

1 4.00 20.90 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.67 2.00 2.00 5.00 3.00 12.00 

2 4.00 1.00 5.71 2.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 

3 8.00 0.00 3.57 23.05 2.00 3.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 10.00 5.00 

4 0.00 0.00 5.00 2.00 3.48 0.00 3.00 0.00 2.00 5.00 0.00 

5 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.51 3.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 1.00 

6 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 1.00 9.45 0.00 0.00 4.00 3.00 

7 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 12.80 3.00 3.41 3.57 0.00 6.00 

8 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 22.22 7.00 12.00 

9 2.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 5.00 12.44 12.00 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.17 5.00 3.24 5.14 3.20 3.57 27.52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

paired t-tests for CNN and CN-LCS[CNN], and MLP and CN-LCS[MLP] are 0.0 0 07e-4 and 0.0 062, respectively. We observe a

p-value less than the threshold of 0.05 for statistical significance and conclude that the proposed GA-based feature selection

step is significantly useful. 

Table 5 shows the chi-square values calculated from the expected output for each class in the MLP that replaces the CNN

in CN-LCS. Given a classification result of CN-LCS, we show that CNN extracts the spatial features from the database query

logs of class 1, 3, 8 and 10. The chi-square value of class 10 that is frequently misclassified is 27.52, which is superior to

that of the conventional methods. The overall superiority is statistically significant at the degree of freedom given as 424.58

( P ≤ 0.001). 

The CN-LCS [MLP] model is an architecture in which only the convolution and max-pooling operations are deleted from

the architecture of the proposed CN-LCS. It is remarkable that the MLP model with less than 40% accuracy can be improved

to an average of 60% by adding the discovery component of the CN-LCS. 

4.5. Analysis of classification results 

Table 6 contains the confusion matrix of the classification results from the CN-LCS, which achieves a test accuracy of

92.53% that is similar to the 10-fold cross-validation average accuracy. It should be noted that classes 0 through 5 are

read-only roles, which represent only SELECT commands, and the remaining classes are read/write roles. The queries from

read/write roles with multiple commands are more likely to be misclassified than read-only queries. Specifically, classes

6 and 10 are frequently confused with each other. We notice that both roles include SELECT and INSERT commands. The

confusion is caused an overlap between the two roles: INSERT commands are commonly associated with SELECT commands.

Fig. 10 shows the entire dataset after the t-SNE algorithm is applied to the feature vectors. The t-SNE algorithm is a

dimension reduction technique that is capable of retaining the local structures in data while revealing important global

structures [26] . The overlap between classes 6 (Trade-order role) and 10 (Trade-result role) reflects the similarity in use

cases between the SELECT and INSERT commands, which results in messy mapping in the upper-left and center pairs. 
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Table 6 

Confusion matrix of the CN-LCS. 

Predicted 

Acc 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Actual 0 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 

1 0 98 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.9800 

2 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 

3 0 0 2 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9813 

4 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 6 0 0 1 0.9346 

5 0 0 0 0 0 92 0 6 0 2 0 0.9200 

6 0 0 1 0 0 0 79 0 0 0 18 0.8061 

7 0 0 0 0 2 13 0 81 2 1 0 0.8182 

8 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 112 0 0 0.9825 

9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 91 0 0.9681 

10 0 0 0 0 1 0 16 1 1 2 76 0.7835 

Acc 1.0000 1.0000 0.9677 1.0000 0.9524 0.8519 0.8316 0.8438 0.9739 0.9479 0.8000 0.9253 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

We have proposed a CN-LCS that models the roles associated with queries by combining conventional LCS and CNNs for

database IDS based on an RBAC mechanism. The combination of modified Pittsburgh style LCS for the optimization of feature

selection rules and the use of one-dimensional CNNs for modeling and classification in place of traditional rules outperforms

other machine learning classifiers. The chromosomes and performance of the GA used in the LCS in each generation are

analyzed. 

Future work will include a comparison of the proposed CN-LCS with other LCS implementations, such as XCS, to find

an optimal LCS architecture that can be combined with deep learning algorithms. We are also considering expanding the

CN-LCS by applying it to different domains. Feature selection using GAs and high-dimensional feature modeling using con-

volution and pooling operations are expected to be useful for pattern recognition, particularly in high-resolution image

classification problems. The time complexity caused by genetic operations during the learning process is another issue to

address. In order to ensure stable performance, it is also necessary to change or tune the genetic operators used in the

CN-LCS. 
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